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We’d like to thank thank Dan Davis of Victory Lane for supplying us
with the race report content and other work by their noted authors
and photographers. Please support them whenever you can! You’ll need
to zoom up on the VL stories as they are screen grabs.

As we get ready to race at Grattan August 13-15, it is a pleasure
to report that our events are off to a great start in 2021. We had
record or near record turnout for the Drivers School, Spring Brake
and Blackhawk. The Drivers School had 35 participants, ranging in
age from 17 to substantially more than 17. The School’s graduates
were excited about our sport and began racing with vintage spirit.
Their enthusiasm and numbers promise that VSCDA will continue to
thrive. (Details about the race weekends can be found in this issue
of Vintage Spirit.) Special thanks to School Chair Scott Fohrman,
head instructors Jim Donato, John Kennelly and Bob Maurer. Without them, the other instructors and all our volunteers, the School
would not be the success it is. Next year Mike Pranka will head
the School. Kurt and Katrina Marquardt did their usual great jobs
chairing Gingerman. As with the Drivers School, the volunteers made
it all happen. Jeff Porasik and Ron Soave brought home an extremely
well attended Blackhawk Classic in June.
Although our events are off to a great start and the remainder of
the season looks very good, the VSCDA family suffered two major
losses this year, losing both Bill Dentinger and Frank Newton.
Bill and Frank epitomized all that we try to define with the term
“vintage spirit.” We are a club that succeeds because of the willingness of our members to volunteer and they were stellar examples
of what being a member of the VSCDA family is supposed to mean.
Concurrently, they set the right example and raced with respect for
others. Without their efforts we would not have become the strong
organization we are today. This issue contains tributes to both
Frank and Bill. But it is impossible to sum up how important they
were to helping create the extraordinary camaraderie we enjoy. A
little bit of Bill and Frank has rubbed off on each of us.
Grattan, the ELVF and Blackhawktoberfest all look to be fine events
with plenty of advance support, and some fun additions. For example, the pre-wars are planning to run at Grattan as a group for the
first time. Unfortunately, it looks like we have to continue to
pay attention to Covid, particularly because of the Delta variant.
Thanks to Stacey Donato, the event chairs and Kathy Newton, the
right steps are in place to be compliant with health/safety regulations. If the regulations change, we will comply with them. The
members and guests of VSCDA did a great job last year of being Covid
safe by following the guidelines. Once again we will show that we
believe in being concerned for our racers and friends off the track
as well as on it. If there is a group that can step up one more
time and make it safe for everyone, it is the membership of VSCDA.
As always, thank you for all you do for VSCDA. See you at Grattan!
Alex

PETER BROCK

E

ELFV Honored Guest

verybody knows Peter Brock for a different reason. To historic Corvette fans he’s the guy who
penned the lines of the original Sting Ray racer
and by extension, the ‘63 Corvette “split window”. To
Cobra fans meanwhile, Peter’s the guy who took the
brick-like Shelby Cobra roadster and turned it into
the slippery Cobra Daytona Coupe – the first American car to grab the FIA’s GT World Championship.
Datsun devotees love to remember the Peter Brock
of Brock Racing Enterprises during the late ‘60s and
early ‘70s; that fun-loving hipster who coolly called
the shots as BRE’s 510 coupes decimated the Alfas
and BMWs of the Trans-Am 2.5 series.

Brock team, known as Brock Racing Enterprises then
took on the professionals, using Datsun’s ubiquitous
little, tin-top, two-door sedan called the 510 piloted by racing legend John Morton and chronicled
in the Stainless Steel Carrot by Silvia Wilkinson.
Against tough teams from BMW and Alfa-Romeo,
BRE again decimated the series, winning two straight
2.5 Championships. It all ended too quickly however as the pressure from BRE was too tough for the
competition. They quietly dropped out of the series
leaving BRE no one to race with; end of game. With
nowhere to race within the SCCA, BRE began a brief
competition program in NHRA and on the Bonneville
salt flats setting national records there as well. BRE
At the age of 19, Peter Brock was the youngest de- continued to experiment with other forms of racing
signer ever hired by GM Styling. His world was such as their Formula 5000 program which ended
design and the love of fine automobiles. His experi- when the team’s only race car was totaled at Road
ence of working with legends like VPs of Styling Har- Atlanta in a blinding rainstorm.
ley Earle and Bill Mitchell resulted in an incredible
hands-on education
No matter what the project,
whether it be cars, brandIn 1971, with the import
ing or marketing… design
market heating up in the
and powerful graphics
US, the SCCA and its
have always been part of
professional
TransAm
Brock’s philosophy for sucseries relented to prescess. That distinctive BRE
sure from a number of
“look” has been held in
teams who wanted to
such high regard that team
race imports. A sepaclothing and apparel from
rate series for smaller
those heady days is still in
displacement engined
demand and magazines
vehicles resulted in what
still include the BRE 510s
became known as the
in their lists of best race
2.5 TransAm series.
car graphics ever.
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Q. What is your favorite
track? Event?

Meet
Jeff Freers
The VSCDA Treasuer
Jeff Freers answers...
The VSCDA
QUESTIONNAIRE.

I think everyone at the table could
see me swallow over my Adams apple, because I knew I was
hooked. It took a while, but I located my race Sprite and attended
our drivers school in 2011.

Mans in, I believe 1965..
Q. Do you have a racing
hero or favorite racer who
inspired you?

A: Jim Clark. There have been
Q. How did you get into Q. Did you follow racing in many people that I have admired
racing?
your childhood?
in racing, but none compares to
him. When he died in 1968 (trivA: We had attended a number of A: I turned 13 years old in 1964, ia...the same week Dr. Martin
vintage races after we bought our at the beginning of what I consider Luther KIng was assassinated) it
street Sprite in 1999. A high the Golden Age of auto racing in broke my heart...but also turned
school friend of mine who now the US. I spent my teenage years me off to racing for a lot of years.
lives in Pennsylvania and is mar- following every kind of racing, but If the most talented driver in the
ried to a vintage racer invited Jan mostly road racing. That was far sport was killed, it was just too
and me to crew for them at Wat- and away the most exciting but dangerous. Once vintage racing
kins Glen in the fall of 2009. At also dangerous period of racing added the layer of modern safedinner that Saturday night anoth- ever. And I was a junkie. I actually ty to the cars of the golden age, it
er racer turned to me and asked: got up in the middle of the night to became fun and attractive to me
“Well Jeff, are you ready to buy watch the telecast (trivia...the 1st again.
a car and come racing with us?” ever satellite transmission) of Le-
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500 on the radio, driving at Indy
was something that I never even
dared to dream, afterall, my name
A: I suppose because it’s the first is not Andretti, Unser, Foyt or Gurevent of the season, Gingerman is ney. When I came out of Turn 4 to
the weekend I look forward to the look up at the flagstand and see
most. It scratches the itch that has the green flag...and later checkbeen building for several months. er flag...it gave me goosebumps.
In addition to the track, which is Still does, just to think about it
safe while also being subtle in its
complexity, I really enjoy watch- Q. Favorite car you’ve driving the students become fledgling en? Street car? Race Car?
race drivers during the course of a
A: I suppose my race car. I have
weekend.
it developed to the point that I still
Q. What tracks are on your get a kick out of driving it.
bucket list?
Q. What car are you dying
A: Since we race at Road Amer- to get an opportunity to
ica, pretty much all the other big drive or race?
ones, Watkins Glen, Lime Rock,
VIR, Sebring, Daytona, Laguna A: The Shelby Daytona coupe. It
was my favorite sports car when it
Seca.
was developed back in the 60’s...
Q. Do you have a favorite and still is. Unfortunately there are
“racing” story or favorite only six, so my chances of ever
driving one are slim...and none.
racing recollections?

A: Yes, I rolled the Sprite in the
toilet bowl at Grattan my first
time racing there. I guess you always learn a lot more from your
mistakes than your successes, so
it’s pretty hard to list everything
I learned. The “Big” thing is that
your base of knowledge is only as
great as what you have experienced. There is always something
out there that you haven’t done
and don’t know...and it can jump
up and bite you
Q. What advice would you
give to an up-and-coming
racers?

A: Vintage racing is a terrific sport
that will give back to you 10x what
you give it. Get involved and give
it all that your time and energy will
allow. And do not wait until age 60
to begin, which is what I did. The
racing body of knowledge is huge
and growing all the time. You can
only experience things and learn so
fast, so the sooner you begin, the
A: Although it was not a VSCDA Q. Have you ever had an better you will get before it’s time
event, racing at Indianapolis Mo- on track accident? What to hang up your gloves...which will
tor Speedway is something I will did you learn from that ex- come sooner than you think. You
won’t regret it.
always cherish. For a kid who perience?
grew up in Indiana listening to the
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Photo:
Pierre Gorplee
Frank Newton’s widow Kathleen
Newton drops the flag on the
Frank Newton Memorial Grand Prix.
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2021 VSCDA Grattan
Grattan Summer
Summer Party
Party Invitation
Invitation
be bringing his historic prototype
Sebring Sprite and his Targo Florio Sprites. These cars have been
restored to their exact 1968 specifications and are full of true racing
history. For the 2nd year in a row,
the Sport2000’s will be at Grattan
as part of their schedule to give us
a great show. Steve Bonk and his
growing Trams Am B Sedan series
will be back to take on the multidimensional circuit, along with
Group 1, the Historic prewar the huge gathering of Formula V’s
cars will return to Grattan with a and their usual close, safe, and
full field and exciting races. The exciting fast racing action.
Sprite-Midget Race Series as began by Stan Mason, is celebrating After a year off due to the pantheir 10th year since its inception demic Grattan will again host the
and a record number of Spridgets 2nd race of the 3 race Great Lakes
are expected. Two very special Vintage Challenge in conjunction
and historic Sprites will be joining with Waterford Hills Vintage Road
us from Texas. Steve Coleman will Races to be held July 24-25 and
Come race with VSCDA at the The
35th Au Grattan Vintage Grand
Prix. Racing at a track considered
one of the finest road courses in
the U.S.A., just 25 miles N.E. of
Grand Rapids, Michigan. The Picturesque two-miles course with ten
challenging turns has often been
noted; if you can master racing
at Grattan, you can master racing
anywhere!
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Put In Bay Road Race Race Reunion held September 21-24. For
more information about either
event go to www.waterfordhills.
com and www.pibroadrace.com
respectively. Saturday, will feature a street Sprite car show and
parade laps along with Noon time
track touring, both on Saturday
and Sunday for street cars and
race cars.
Join us and see why this is the
“Must attend” event of the summer. You simply cannot pass up
the value in the amount of track
time, challenging wheel-to-wheel
racing, coupled with the great
paddock friendships and fantastic
food. We hope to see you there!

took my freshly restored and really nice ’73 Volvo
1800ES. Dave rode with me, afterwards providing
a compelling argument that driving this nice car at
By Jim Perry
high speeds at a track that can put race cars on the
hen I started racing in 2010, I had the scrap heap was not the wisest thing to do. I recall
good fortune of enlisting the guy who is very distinctly the admonition, “If you really want to
the B part of P and B Motorsports to help drive like that, get a race car and do it.”
in my education. B is Dave Buettner, the now retired
president of two technical colleges, one of which Them’s challenging words. And I could become … a
named an automotive technology building for him. race car driver!!
Dave and I were both educators by profession, somewhat competitors in those professions before our re- Enter 1 Red, a 1962 Volvo P1800 that was built by
tirement, and really good friends since we learned one of the finest, Volvo racers, Duane Matejka, raced
that car stuff was a common theme about which we by him, and then handed off to me after winning five
Volvo Historic Series national championships, and as
did not need to compete.
it’s said, the rest is history.
Because of our professional lives, we both got invited
to Road America for a track day sponsored by sever- Dave’s experience with drag racing and his extensive
al of our business associates. I started with my Volvo technical knowledge was a godsend as I started on
Amazon (slowest car on the track!) but eventually I my hockey stick learning curve. Among many oth-

Record Keeping!

W

Photo:
Bill Nesius
er things, he taught me the importance of a regular
protocol for car prep before and during race weekends, and record keeping documenting how the car
performed.
Between race weekends we (that’s the royal we,
meaning”I”) put 1 Red onto the lift and the wheels
come off. Brake rotors and pad thickness are measured and compared to new components. The U joints
are checked for tightness. Upper and lower front A
arms are examined for cracks as is the rear suspension. Every other weekend the engine oil is changed
as are the differential and transmission fluids. These
items are all documented by hand and then entered
into a digital maintenance log.
At the track the crew really comes into play. Race Coordinator Joy Perry oversees making sure pre-session
items are all completed. She does wheels, tire pressures, fluid checks, as well as lording over the other
items on our Track Data Sheets. Race Engineer David
Farrington also does wheels, fuel, video, and data

“If you really want to
drive like that, get a race
car and do it.”
acquisition. Anyone else who is there gets a task too.
If we have a problem, it’s all hands-on deck and everyone’s hands get greasy. All of this is recorded.
These Track Data Sheets are a record of the session-by-session check of the car, for both safety and
performance. The Volvo B20 head was designed for
pretty modest compression, only 10:1 in the high
output year of 1971. Even with ARP studs replacing
stock head bolts, the clamping forces are not sufficient to keep the exhaust gases and coolant (water
and Water Wetter) forever. By monitoring and recording the amount of water that gets pushed into the
catch bottle, we know when the head gasket is failing
and needs replacing.
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Some items are used to make between session changes. Temperature and relative humidity can be used to
modify jetting of the Weber DCO carburetors, [hopefully] increasing engine output without turning the
motor into a boat anchor.
My memory is really good … for a few minutes. Our
records allow me to go back over years with different motors and different conditions. We use this information. Not everyone in vintage racing does this,
but Dave Buettner convinced me long ago that if we
wanted to be competitive, we needed to act professionally, even if we are just weekend warriors. Otherwise, running a car is just a track day. Duane was
as competitive as they come. I have a tradition to
carry on. Now that I’m a race car driver!
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There could be a Rush for Neil Peart’s cars at Pebble Beach
Andrew Newton

ly memoirs about his travels). But
he was also a car guy. Later in life
Neil Peart passed away last year, he moved to Southern California
and he will always be remembered and started building a collection
as the man behind the drums and of classics. No, not a single one of
the lyrics of Canadian rock trio them is a red barchetta.
Rush. Known for the diverse themes
of his lyrics and the technical pro- Instead, they’re silver because,
ficiency of his drumming, Peart driving down California’s coastal
was often called “The Professor,” highways Peart noticed, “What
and he wrote seven books (most- other color looks as good in a blue
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photo? Not black, not white—silver.” Clearly in no rush (sorry),
Peart carefully accumulated a
group of six silver sports cars (and
one black one) over several years,
and we have to admit the man
had good taste. Dubbed the “Silver Surfers,” all will be offered by
Gooding & Company at its annual
Pebble Beach auction in August.

the original Ghibli was a prop1963 Split Window Chevrolet
Given
the
coastal
theme
of
Neil
er gran turismo with long, sleek,
Corvette Coupe - Hagerty condition #2 value: $153,000

Peart’s “Silver Surfer” collection,
it makes sense that he would have
a Mistral. Maserati built over 950
Mistrals with bodywork designed
by Pietro Frua, but just 125 of those
were Spyders. Finished in silver
over oxblood leather with Borrani
wire wheels, Peart’s Mistral was an
original U.S. market car and was
restored during Peart’s ownership.

Giugiaro-styled bodywork and a
dry-sump twin-cam V-8 up front.
Early cars had a 4.7-liter 310-hp
version of the Maserati V-8, but in
1969 the engine grew to 4.9 liters
and power bumped accordingly to
335 hp.

Finished in Sebring Silver over
red vinyl and powered by the
327/340-hp L76 engine, mated
to a four-speed manual, Peart’s
Split Window Coupe was restored
shortly before he bought it in
While it doesn’t have the V-12 ca2011. Split Windows are among
chet of a Ferrari Daytona, an origthe most valuable of the five-year
inal Ghibli is just as nice to look
C2 (1963–67) series, thanks to
their one-year-only looks, and this 1973 Maserati Ghibli SS at and packs nearly as much perone has desirable specs.
Coupe - Hagerty condition #2 formance for a significantly lower
price. Peart bought this Ghibli in
value: $274,000
2013 just after it was imported
1965 Maserati Mistral Spyfrom Europe. Finished in silver
der - Hagerty condition #2 value: Not to be confused with the luxury over tan and wearing Campagnosedan sitting in dealerships today,
$651,000
lo centerlock alloy wheels, it is one
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of only about 425 SS coupes built. provements in 1969, with vented brake rotors, power windows,
1969 Lamborghini Miura optional air conditioning, revised
P400 S - Hagerty condition #2 rear suspension, and better tires.
Higher lift cams and bigger carbs
value: $1,450,000
and manifolds also bumped power
In Lamborghini’s early days, the from 350 hp to 370 hp.
company focused on building
small batches of refined and mature GT cars. The mid-engine Miura changed all that, and Lamborghini has been associated with
brash, youthful exotic cars with
bullfighting names ever since. Today, Miuras are the most valuable
production Lamborghinis of them
all.

that are both hard to see and significantly improve drivability.

1964 Aston Martin DB5
Coupe - Hagerty condition #2
value: $990,000

Finished in James Bond colors of

1964 Jaguar E-Type SI 3.8 Silver Birch over black, fitted with
Coupe - Hagerty condition #2 the desirable ZF five-speed, and

value: $156,000

wearing Borrani wire wheels, this
DB5 was Peart’s first classic and
Finished in silver (“Opalescent Sil- the car that started him down his
ver,” in Jaguar-speak) over red, “Silver Surfers” theme of collecting.
Peart’s E-Type is the one car out According to Gooding & Compaof his collection with significant ny, it was a car he dreamed of
modifications, but they’re all taste- owning since he was a kid. “‘Silful. The modern Tremec five-speed ver Surfers’ for my collection of
Peart’s silver-over-black Miura is gearbox, lightweight flywheel, cars occurred to me while driving
a P400 S model, which gave the Wilwood disc brakes, and up- the DB5 up and down the Pacific
Miura its first batch of major im- graded suspension are all things Ocean,” Peart said. “Because it felt

right to me, I guess—the idea that This Cobra is the only one of Neil
I was just one of the wave riders.” Peart’s cars that isn’t silver, and it
isn’t the most valuable of the group,
but he reportedly purchased it in
1964 Shelby Cobra 289 Hagerty condition #2 value: 2015 to serve as the collection’s
centerpiece. A 289 rack-and-pin$1,200,000
ion car, CSX2234 was originally
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sold new in California finished in
red over black with chrome wire
wheels. It was restored in the mid2000s and is currently black over
black.
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Frank Newton

In Memoriam
Bill Dentinger

By Maggie Van Camp

By Barb Nevoral

B

ill was a formidable part of our club. He spent
many years as our treasurer, overseeing the paperwork and letting VSCDA know if they needed to improve their report to the IRS. He lived and
died VSCDA, enjoying everything they offered. He
and Bill Wismer were compadres and offered their
advice to the newcomers and always invited all members to meet them at their tent after the end of the day
(I think on Saturdays) for a cheese and wine event.

Bill was a very funny guy and always added spice to
our drivers meetings, which brought laughter but also
told a lesson. Bill was truly a vintage racer; loving his
car, his race and all of his friends at the VSCDA. He
was a special man that should be remembered not
only for what he tirelessly did for the VSCDA, but for
his love of the club and it’s premise. Without the Bill
Dentingers, we might have had a slow death. Truly
a remarkable man.

F

rank Newton was born in 1944. He grew up on
the western side of Michigan. Graduated college as an engineer and worked right up until
he passed away. His current job was with Harley
Davidson running and developing software for the
engines. He met and married his beautiful and resourceful Kathy 42 years ago.

By Marv Primack

T

his past year VSCDA lost a long time member and
one of its greatest characters when Bill Dentinger
passed away. He was an early member having
joined VSCDA in 1982 and was a regular participant
in all the club events. More importantly, he became
an invaluable member of the Board serving many
years as Treasurer and expending a great deal of
time and effort
to put the club
on a sound
financial footing with yearly
audited financial reports.
We owe him a
great debt for
that alone.
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But most importantly he will be remembered by those
lucky enough to have known him for his generosity
and for his sense of humor. No Annual Dinner, no
Board meeting, and certainly no Driver’s Meeting
was complete without a final comment or a final joke
from Bill. His TR-3 could always be identified by the
large red triangle (slow moving vehicle) sign on the
back. His goal was to remind everyone that what we
were doing was meant to be fun and not to take our
sport or ourselves too seriously. As part of the Beady
Eye Vintage Racing Team there would always be a
tent and a table with snacks for anyone who would
stop by and mechanical help or advice or just great
conversation for anyone in need.
Bill was the epitome of what VSCDA and vintage
racing in general should strive to be. He will be
greatly missed.

VSCDA he was a teacher, a mentor, a mechanic
(when someone’s car was down at the track he was
there to get them running that race) a person you
could come to for a part for your car and a race car
driver. He was a dear friend to so many. We will always remember Frank with that wonderful smile on
his face and him not wanting to get out of his car
after his session. Was he thinking about the racing
He was a go-getter. During his life he had many hob- session, contemplating what needed to be done, or
bies. As Kathy once wrote: “Most of us are involved just enjoying the moment?
in racing for more than one reason. We had two
reasons: Our wish to share a hobby (previous ones We will miss you. You may have left us but we have
kept us far apart, he racing bicycles, skis and run- not forgotten you! Till we meet at the next race track!!
ning and me shopping and traveling) and a love of Signed - The Formula Vee Group!
racing!” Frank has been part of VSCDA since the late
1990s. He started racing Formula Vees. He acquired
the Formula Ford and then the Formula Continental.
At times he would race one car and have to get out
and into the next car, that was positioned on the grid,
for the following session.
He had raced all the VSCDA races as well as tracks
from Mosport, outside of Toronto Canada to Roebling
Road Raceway near Savannah, Georgia. Virginia International Raceway near Danville, Virginia to
Elkhart Lake Wisconsin and many more in between.
As the drivers would say: “He was a great guy to
race with. You really never had to worry about his
driving. Held his line. Drove competitively but was
always a gentlemen”.
Frank Newton passed away on May 29th of this year
after a brief illness. His passing is our loss. He was
a wonderful husband and father. Loved his children,
grandchildren and family members. For all of us at
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VSCDA Sponsors

Jeff Porasik - Raymond James Advisor

